Dynamics of DIASKINTEST (recombinant protein CFP10-ESAT6) reactions in children at repeated tests.
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Research objective 
– to trace the dynamics of skin tests in the same children observed in antituberculosis dispensaries:  
1200 children had been surveyed using    Mantoux (2 TU PPD-L) and Diaskintest (DST). Among 192 of them   DST had been performed twice and its dynamics   was then estimated.
All the children had the first Mantoux positive reaction and only 56 had DST positive reaction (22 with respiratory   tuberculosis and 33 children with latent tuberculosis infection).
Results of repeated reactions:
DST reaction has changed as follows:  it remained negative in 137 out of 142 (BCG-vaccinated and those, who had no sputum positive contacts, etc.) and became positive in 5.
DST reaction in 31 out of 56 has decreased, including becoming negative in 11.
Conclusion
1. There was no DST reaction decrease in those who had constant contact. Preventive treatment (uncontrolled in most cases) in such cases doesn't lead to decrease in intensity of the reaction. The persons, who have not received preventive treatment, had a conversion of reaction from negative to positive.
2. As positive DST reaction in children with   contact can appear later, than tuberculin reaction, it is necessary to repeat DST 3 months later if initially the reaction was negative. The reports, that BCG   vaccination protects   child organism   from reproduction of mycobacterium for some time, but   becomes insufficient in case of massive infection or proceeding contact, were confirmed.
3. The fact that after the first DST negative reaction in the majority of children (137 out of 142) repeated DST reactions   remained negative, proves the absence of both sensitization to DST specimen and   "booster-effect".
4. There was no DST reaction reduction in children with chronic   forms of intrathoracic lymph nodes tuberculosis and in children with constant contact with sputum positive parents. Controlled therapy in stationary conditions in children   separated from contacts in general leads to DST reaction reduction.
5. Mantoux Reaction didn't become negative in any of the cases after the treatment.

